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About The Conquer Cancer Foundation
The Conquer Cancer Foundation (CCF) was created by the world?s foremost cancer doctors of the American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) to
seek dramatic advances in the prevention, treatment and cures of all types of cancer. Toward the vision of a world free from the fear of cancer, CCF
works to conquer this disease by funding breakthrough cancer research and sharing cutting-edge knowledge with patients and physicians worldwide,
by improving quality of and access to care, and by enhancing quality of life for all who are touched by cancer. For more information, visit
www.conquercancerfoundation.org. [1]
Watch the following video to learn more about Conquer Cancer Foundation-supported researchers whose breakthrough research is helping advance
cancer care.
The Conquer Cancer Foundation focuses on every moment in which cancer touches people's lives - from prevention through survivorship, and it
supports ground-breaking research and programs that make a tangible difference in the lives of people with cancer.
The Foundation works to ensure that vital information for physicians, patients and families is available and easily accessible wherever and whenever
it's needed by helping to underwrite the cost of Cancer.Net, the award-winning patient education website of ASCO, and funding the creation and
distribution of patient information materials to physicians' offices nationwide. Please make a donation [2] to the Conquer Cancer Foundation so it
can continue its support of these vital programs.
The Foundation also funds research in virtually all cancers, including rare ones. Through the Grants and Awards Program, which is among the
largest of any professional medical society in the United States, the Foundation funds the brightest minds in clinical and translational cancer
research. It is one of few organizations that supports early-stage research by promising young investigators, particularly through the Conquer Cancer
Foundation Young Investigator Award, Career Development Award, and Merit Award. Since 1984, more than $70 million has been awarded to 800+
researchers around the world in support of a multitude of innovative research initiatives that have led to new treatments and improved care.
Your financial support of the Conquer Cancer Foundation will make a tremendous impact on the lives of people living with cancer. Please make a
donation [3] today.

[3]
30 Years of Advancing Cancer Research and Care Worldwide [4]
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